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Chapter 1

General introduction
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Silicon is a typical substance in semiconductors and the most

important material for electronics devices. Hence, the bulk

properties have been extensively studied for practical importance and

fundamental interest." 2 Silicon surfaces have been also extensively

studied. Silicon-metal interfaces are also important for device

technology and the structure of silicide formation has been discussed.

Consequently, many useful results for electronics devices have been

obtained and many important properties for scientific research have

been elucidated. However. simple unresolved problems remain in the

fundamental field.

surfaces and the

e.g. phase transitions appearing at low-index

reaction mechanism in silicide formation. These

problems are closely correlated with the bond nature of silicon

silicon and silicon-metal.

The covalent bond in silicon forms a strong directional bond.

However, new bondings are produced at surfaces and interfaces, and

then. bond angle is deformed within a restricted variation of bond

length. In order to reduce number of surface dangling bonds. it is

necessary for surface atoms to change the bond nature. where atoms of

second and/or third layers displace from a bulk position. A

competition between electronic energy and elastic strain determines

the surface structure in a reconstruction. and reconstructions are

observed at most of the clean surfaces of covalent-bond crystals.

There show different reconstruction structures in the different-Index

surfaces.

Schlier and Farnsworth' first reported In 1959 that a low-energy
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electron diffraction (LEED) pattern on the annealed Si(l11) surface

shows a 7x7 structure. Many scientists studied for a long time this

surface using various techniques and accumulated structural

information. 4 A dimer. adatom. and stacking-fault (DAS) model was

finally proposed by Takayanagi et al. 5 through transmisslon electron

diffraction (TED) observations of Si(ll1)-7x7. Scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM) measurements·' 1 with different bias voltages support

the DAS model. Other various results·' 9 also support this model

and the structure of Si(111)-7x7 has been settled.

On the contrary. the structure of the clean Si(001) surface has

been confused. Schlier and Farnsworth 3 also reported that a LEED

pattern on Si(OOI) show a 2xl structure consisting of two orthogonal

domains along the [110] and [flO] directions. They proposed a dimer

model pairing the topmost two atoms to reduce two dangling-bonds of

each atom to one. Lander and Morrison 10 observed quater-order LEED

spots showing a c(4x2) pattern. and explained that the dimer and the

two-atom vacancy order alternatively at the surface. After that.

most of scientists observed only the 2xl structure as the clean

surface and studied using various techniques. and then the problem on

the 2xl local configuratlon happened. 11 - 14 An asymmetrlc dimer

model for the local configuration was proposed from theoretical

consideration 15 -21 and supported by several experimental results.

LEED. 22 . 23 ARUPS.24-2. core shift. 21 ISS. 28 - 3o ttep.31 reflectance. 32

and EELS. 33 However. the asymmetrlc dimer model were doubted with

aid of the recent STM measurement. 34 ' 35
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Five groups 10. 36-39 have observed the c(4x2) structure by using

LEED or helium diffraction. Murata's group38 found a phase

transition from 2xl to c(4x2) at 200 K on SI(OOl) as well as on

Ge(OOI) found by Kevan et al. 40 When the asymmetric dimer

configuration is employed in the ordered c(4x2) structure, the 2xl

structure can be explained as a disordered arrangement of the

asymmetric dimers.

I shall take up this problem correlated with the phase transition

and describe the detailed observations of a streak pattern well above

the transition temperature in chapter 3. The phase transition is

closely related to the nature of the surface bonds generated for

reducing the dangling bond density and the backbonds. For the

detailed observations of the streak pattern, I have developed a rapid

measuring system of LEED patterns by using a video camera. I shall

mention this system in chapter 2.

shall also describe room-temperature-alloyed interface

formation (RTAIF) with gold deposited on silicon in chapter 4.

Although this phenomenon was found in an application fleld,41

important problems for fundamental research happen. In the case of

silver deposition on silicon, no alloy formation takes place. 42

The common sense in chemistry implies that gold has much lower

reactivity with silicon than silver. The above result is clearly

contradictory. I have carried out photoemission measurements using

synchrotron radiation in order to elucidate the mechanism of gold

silicon alloy formation. When gold atoms are adsorbed on silicon
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surfaces. a covalent-like bond is formed between a surface silicon and

a gold atom and a backbond of the surface silicon atom is weakened.

Next, the metallic phase appears with higher gold coverage. For

RTAIF, the covalent-like bond formation is essentially important.
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Chapter 2

Rapid measuring system of LEED



2.1. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional periodicity of crystals is truncated at

surfaces. so that bondings characteristic of the surface are formed.

The electronic structure and the atomic geometry at the surface

reflect the bonding nature and show interesting behavior. I Hence.

knowledge of the surface geometry is very important for understanding

surface properties. The surface structures have been studied by

various methods. 2 In particilar. the LEED method has been used for

determination of many stable ordered structures in conjunction with

dynamical calculation. 3 -5 In the LEED experiment for structure

analysis. diffracted-beam intensities along reciprocal rods are

measured as a function of incident electron energy. l.e. I-V curves.

A few techniques have been developed for measuring the I-V curve. A

Faraday cup detector was used in an early work. 6 • 7 Spotphotometry.8

photographic film. 8 and video photographyl 0 -18 have been applied to

the intensity measurements of diffraction spots on a phospher screen.

The structural phase transition can be observed at crystal

surfaces and adsorbate layers with temperature change and/or coverage

change of the adsorbate. Recently. the study of these dynamical

features in structures has been advanced. 19 -21 In order to study

these phenomena by using LEED. it is necessary to analyze. in

addition to the diffraction beam profiles. diffuse-scattering patterns

showing short-range ordering or the domain structure. Then. the

detection system with a large dynamic range Is required to detect



scattered electrons in a wide angular range at the same time. A

display type LEED apparatus is useful for this purpose.

Several groups constructed a conventional LEED apparatus using a

video camera in order to convert light into analog electric signal.

On the other hand. Stair 22 and McRae et al. 23 made a new type LEED

intensity measurement system using a position sensitive detector

(PSD). which replaces the phospher screen in a conventional LEED

optics in order to detect scattered electrons directly and to connect

an electric signal. In both the camera and the PSD technique. analog

signal data are digitized in a frame memory and are saved into a

computer memory system. The advantage of this method is an easy

performance of a rapid intensity measurements and quick analysis.

A video camera acquisition system can be applied to other display

type measurement systems. e.g. another LEED or reflection high-energy

electron diffraction (RHEED). I have constructed a rapid measuring

system to study dynamical behavior of surface structures.

2.2. DATA HANDLI,'G

The data acquisition system is shown schematically in Fig. l.

Thick arrows represent data streams connecting block. Thin arrows

represent signals controlling each block from a micro-computer and

vertical synchronized pulse train which is a time base of this whole



Two modes are available for the data acquisition in this system.

First is an off-line mode. in which data from a video camera are

recorded in a video disk or a tape recorder. and then the recorded

data are sent through a frame memory. in which the analog data are

digitized. into an analyzing computer. Le. a micro- or a host

computer. This mode can record the video data in a high acquisition

rate for a long time. for which the storage capacity of the video tape

recorder is available. When an acquisition time is given priority.

this mode is used.

Second is an on-line mode. in which the video data are directly

sent to a host computer without recording in an analog recorder and

are saved into the computer memory system. In this mode. the best

experimental condition can be easily arranged with the feedback

system. in which the observed pattern is immediately analyzed and the

required condition such as symmetry of the diffraction pattern is

examined. and the digitized data can be stored for a long time without

distortion.

2.3. DETAILS OF EQUIPME T

A conventional. four grid and phospher screen type. LEED optics

(Varian. 981-0127) and an electron gun/controller (Varian. 981-2125)

are installed in a ultra high vacuum (UHV) apparatus. The gun system

contains a filament assembly which is mounted at angle 13° off the



frame memory host computer

M-50B M3BOR

LEED optIcs

video camera
mIcro-computer

0
controller

sample M223-IT

ClO00_12~

video disk recorder
frame memo,'y

VM-1200M
LEED controller

video tape recorder IM-llB2P
CR-6600

FIG. 1. Block diagram of rapid measuring LEED system.



main gun axis to reduce a leakage of the filament light from the exit

aperture. Fluorescent substance on the screen Is used P4 phospher,

which has a short reduction time, I.e. 30 IlS for 10%, so afterimage

can be ignored. The Incident electron energy is controlled by a

potentiometer connected with a stepping motor, which Is drIven by the

micro-computer signal.

A video camera (Hamamatsu, CIOOO-12) uses a silicon intensifier

target (SIT) tube, which is a high-sensitivity tube with a good linear

response to the Incident-light in tensi ty (1'=1). This camera is

suItable for a weak intensity measurements such as those In LEED. An

optical filter cutting above 570 nm in wavelength is mounted in front

of the camera lens to reduce filament light from the electron gun. The

video camera records an image in horizontal scans. In the NTSC

standard (RS-170 format), 30 video images are collected per second,

each with 480 horizontal scans lastIng 641ls.

A video disk recorder (Victor, VM-1200M) is controlled from

outside by TIL level signals and has 600 frames for storage capacity.

A vIdeo tape recorder (Victor, CR-6600) Is a U-standard machIne usIng

3/4 inches In tape width and can record the video data for 20 mInutes.

A frame memory (Ikegami, IM-1l82P) connected with a mIcro-computer

digitizes the video analog data with 8-bit accuracy Into 768x512

pixels In spatial resolutIon. This memory has 2 frame storage areas

and can subtract the data wIth each frame in real tIme. Other frame

memory(Graphlca, M-508) connected wIth the host computer also

degltlzes the analog vIdeo picture with 8-btt into 512x512 pixels.
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When the wide area data are accumulated or analyzed. this data

handllng system is useful since the throughput of this system is much

faster than that with the former frame memory. Two video monitors

are always used for display of both the camera output and the

digitized image from the frame memory.

A micro-computer (So rd. M223-lI). 8-bit CPU machine. is used as a

controller for each block and is sometimes used for analyzing the data

when the data are not so many. The operating system (OS) of this

computer is supplled by an original disk-operating system (DOS) from

Sord company. Available programing languages are assembly. Fortran.

and BASIC on this OS. The measuring programs were made by using an

assembly as a low-level driver for controlling each block and by using

a Fortran as a top-level program for calling these drivers. Among

these languages a particular one was selected so as to make the

execution speed fastest. In the data transfer from and to the host

computer. a serial communication. RS-232C. is used at 2400 bits per

second. A host computer(FACOM. M380R) is used for the data storage

and/or analysis. Contour maps, bird's-eye views. and spot profiles

are easily obtained.

In I-V curve measurement, maximum acquisition rate in the off-llne

mode is determined by the period of video synchronized signal and

frame blanking. Usually. frame blanking is not used. so the maximum

rate is 1/15 second, which is twice of synchronized period. Two or

three hundreds diffraction images from 30 to 300 eV for primary

electron energy can be obtained in 20 seconds.
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FIG. 2. Digitized data vs exposure of incident light.
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Ep

Si(001)-c(4x2)

53 eV, T = 100 K, p 6X10-11 torr

(a) CLean surface

(b) Contaminated surface

rIG. 3. LEED patterns on Sl(OOl)-c(4x2) surfaces at low temperature.

(a):Immediately after cleaning

(b):After thirty minutes from (a) in 6xlO- 11 torr
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2.4. PERFORMANCE

In order to examine the total linearity of this system. I have

measured the relation between light intensity and digitized data

without accumulation. The result Is shown In Fig. 2. These

observed poInts are obtained after background subtraction. The

dynamic range has 2-order magnItude. When N frames are accumulated.

the dynamIc range Is expanded Into .IN times this amount. Hence. thIs

method Is effective to get a good signal-to-noise ratio for a low

intensIty Image accompanIed wIth diffraction spots of high IntensIty

such as a diffuse and a streak pattern.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show LEED patterns of the Si(OOl) surface

immediately after cleaning and of the contamInated one at thIrty

mInutes later In 6xlO- 11 torr. respectIvely. The quarter order spots

are obvIously changed Into a streaky pattern by contaminatIon even in

this good vacuum. Hence. the rapid intensity measurement Is

important for avoidIng the contamInation effect. This rapid

measurIng system Is valid not only for studing dynamical phenomena

like a phase transItion but also for studing the specimen which is

very easily contaminated by residual gases. Phase transItion on this

clean surface wIll be descrIbed In chapter 3.

The LEED observatIons using thIs measuring system gIve us several

new Important results cocerning dynamIcal behavIors in the surface

structure. 24 - 28
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Chapter 3

Study of streak patterns

in low-energy electron diffraction

on SHOal)
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3.1. INTRODUCTION

The clean SHOOl) surface is one of the simplest reconstructed

surfaces. This surface consists of the d.imer row which is observed

by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)l and shows a phase transition

between a 2xl structure at room temperature and a c(4x2) structure at

low temperatures? This phase transition occurs at 200 K and can be

represented by a second-order order-disorder transition. 2 The

appearance of the c(4x2) structure implies that the SHOOl) surface is

described by the asymmetric configuration for the dimers, since the

symmetric configuration is impossible to show a clear c(4x2) LEED

pattern. Although the stable configuration is the p(2x2) structure,

this phase transition was theoretically predicted by Ihm et al. 3 and

simulated by a Monte Carlo method by Saxena et al. 4 on the basis of

the asymmetric dimer model.

However, the asymmetric dimers for the stable configuration are

doubted by the recent STM measurements. The symmetric dimer

arrangement is seen in the clean parts of the surface and the

asymmetric configuration can be observed only in the vicinity of the

dimer vacancies. 1 , 5 Then, recent calculation including an

an tiferromagnetic arrangement of the spins wi thin the dimer claims

that the symmetric configuration for the dimers is more stable one. 8

Detailed observations of the phase transition are expected to give an

important information for solving a problem whether the dimers on

SHOOl) are asymmetric or symmetric.
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A recent development in surface physics makes it possible to study

two-dimensional critical phenomena such as the order-diorder

transition on clean reconstructed surfaces and chemisorbed overlayers

by using LEED. 7 • 8 In the phase transition, the streak pattern plays

a significant role and is closely correlated with the short-range

ordering in the order-disorder transition. The streak pattern was

observed on the Si(001)-2xl surface 2 and also on the Ge(00l}-2xl

surface. I o. II In the present paper, we have precisely measured the

streak patterns correlated with the c(4x2) structure on the clean

51(001) up to temperatures well above the transition. The asymmetric

configuration for the dimers is corroborated by the temperature

dependence of the streak pattern in LEED. A model derived from the

observed results of the streak pattern in LEED is supported by the

angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARUPS) measurements.

3.2. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments were performed in the system described in previous

papers.2. 12 A commercial mirror-polished wafer of 51(001) (p-type,

10 n·cm) was washed by acetone or alcohol. The sample was held by a

couple of tantalum electrodes In tight contact with the wafer as

homogeneously as possible. In the ultrahigh-vacuum chamber, the

sample wafer was heated very slowly and kept at 1500 K for 12 hours.

After switching off the heating current, the sample was heated up to
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1000 K for 10 seconds immediately before the measurements. The clean

surface with very low defect density was reproducibly obtained. The

amount of the dimer vacancies was estimated to be less than a few

percents of the surface atoms by using the STM image. I 3

A video-LEED system equipped with a Varian four-fold LEED optics

was used. A video camera using a silicon in tensifier target (SIT)

tube (Hamamatsu. C1000-12) was applied. since the SIT tube has high

sensitivity and good linearity in the intensity measurements. LEED

patterns were analyzed by using an image processing system. Each

frame was divided into 512x512 sections and each section had a dynamlc

range of 8 bits. The intensity of the streak pattern is very weak as

compared with that of the diffractlon spots. Hence, the pattern

taking a good signal-to-noise ratio was obtained by accumulating 256

pictures observed independently. However, the intensity in the very

weak region showed a step-like change. since each address in the frame

memory had only 8 bits.

The temperature dependence of LEED pattern, which was obtained by

the accumulation of 256 plctures, is shown In Fig. 1. The lncldent

energy Eo is 36 eV. Figure 2 Indicates a relation among scattering

spots and streak. This pattern was observed from the double-domain

surface. If the observation is made for a single-domain 2xl surface,

which is prepared by a particular surface treatment, the streaks along

the [10] direction remain and those along the [01] direction

disappear, I.e., the streaks run along the line connecting the

vanishing half-order spots of (0 1/2), (1 1/2) etc. in the slngle-
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of LEED patterns on 51(001) as a

function of specimen temperature. Eo =36 eV.
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domain 2xl surface.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of a bird's-eye view,

which show the enclosed region in Fig. 2, at the temperature

corresponding to the LEED patterns in Fig. 1. Weak streaks are

already observed at 450 K. The intensity of the streaks is enhanced

at 400 K. Clear quarter-order diffraction spots appear at 320 K. A

weak and diffuse (1/2 1/2) spot characteristic to the p(2x2) structure

is observed below 400 K with an intensity independent of the

temperature, as shown in the top of each picture of Fig. 3.

Quarter-order spots showing the long-range order appear clearly at

350 K and are steeply enhanced near the transition temperature with

decreasing temperature. Then, a clear c(4x2) LEED pattern can be

observed at 200 K.

3.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to discuss the behaviour of the streak patterns. the

scattering profiles were treated. Figure 4 shows the contour of the

LEED pattern. which was the same In Fig. 3(c). Upper left and lower

right diffraction spots are half-order spots of (l 1/2) and (1/2 ll,

respectively. The specimen temperature is 350 K, which is well above

the transition temperature. 200 K. Clear streaks appear along the

<110> directions through half-order spots. The quarter-order spots

appear at the middle points of the streaks with decreasing
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(3/4 112) (1123/4)

FIG. 3. Bird's-eye view of LEED patterns on Si(OOI) as a function of

specImen temperature. E. =36 eV.
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(1 1/2) (1/2 1/2)

(1 1) (1/2 1)

FIG. 4. Contour of a streak pattern in LEED on Si{OOl) at 350 K.

E, =36 eV.
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temperature.

Figure 5{a) shows the intensity profiles parallel to the streak

around the (3/4 1/2) spot and Fig. 5{b) shows those perpendicular to

the streak around the (l/2 3/4) spot, which were observed in the

temperature region from 180 to 450 K. The wid th and the length of

the streaks hardly change over the temperature range, at which the

streaks are clearly observed. This result is definitely seen by

decomposing the intensity profiles with a Gaussian and a Lorentzian.

Figure 6 shows curves fitted by a Gaussian and a Lorentzian for the

intensity profiles parallel and perpendicular to the streak around the

quarter-order spots observed at 270 K. The Gaussian corresponds to

the diffraction spot. The Lorentzian gives a streak pattern and the

width of the Lorentzian in the intensity profile parallel and

perpendicular to the streak corresponds to the length and the width of

the streak, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the result reduced from the decomposed curve for

the width. the length, and the height of the streak, and shows the

width parallel to the streak and the height of the (3/4 i/2)

diffraction spot as a function of temperature. The length and the

height of the streak were obtained from the streak around the

(3/4 1/2) spot and the width of the streak were obtained from the

streak around the (l/2 3/4) spot. The heights of the (1/2 3/4) spot

and the streak around the (1/2 3/4) spot are in good agreement with

those shown in Fig. 7. The width of the (l/2 3/4) spot perpendicular

to the streak shows the same tendency as that of the (3/4 1/2) spot
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of Intensity proftles for the streak

on the SI(OOl) surface In the temperature range from 180 to 450 K.

(a) Profiles parallel to the streak of the (3/4 1/2) spot and

(b)perpendlcular to the streak of the (l/2 3/4) spot. E. =36 eV.
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FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of intensity profiles for the streak

on the S1(OOl) surface in the temperature range from 180 to 450 K.

(a)Profiles parallel to the streak of the (3/4 1/2) spot and

(b)perpendicular to the streak of the (1/2 3/4) spot. E. =36 eV.
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FIG. 6. Deconvolution of the intensity profile observed at 210 K

(closed circies) by using a Lorentzian (dotted curve) and a Gaussian

(broken curve). Solid line shows the fitting curve, which is the sum

of the Lorentzian and the Gaussian.
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shown in Fig. 7. The length of the streak remains constant. while

the width of the streak remains nearly constant and Increases

graduallY above 300 K with increasing temperature. The height of the

streak also remains constant and decreases gradually above 300 K.

The width of the quarter-order diffraction spot Increases wIth

increasing temperature.

The discrepancy in the 51(001) structure observed by the LEED and

the STM measurement can be Interpreted by using the above results.

Then, we shall dIscuss the temperature dependence of the streak

pattern from the standpoint of the orderIng In the dimer rows. The

streak patterns show that the disordering or the short-range orderIng

exIsts in the dIrectIon perpendicular to the dlmer row. The length

of the streak remains constant and the heIght and the width of the

streak scarcely change over the wIde temperature range, as shown In

FIg. 7. ThIs fact Is clearly dIfferent from the result of the order

disorder transItion for the two-dimensional spin half Ising system.?' 8

The dynamical effect are concealed In scatterIng Intensities.

However, the streak pattern shows the same behaviour with various

primary energies of Incident electrons. This result Is due to that

the silIcon crystal has a small effect in multiple scattering.·

Hence, one can analyze the streak pattern with the kinematic

diffraction scheme considering only the topmost atomic layer In order

to dIscuss the phase transition. In the kinematIc limit, the LEED

Intensity Is the Fourier transform of the two-site correlatIon

function. That Is. the scattering intensity I is given by
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I = ~~<f;fj>exp(I.K·r;;)exp(-2W), (ll

where f; is the scattering factor of the ith site (the ith dimer for

the present case), K is the scattering vector, r;; is the position

vector from the ith to the jth site, and exp(-2W) is the Debye-Waller

factor.

Here, we define the correlation in fluctuations of density

including the scattering factor (scattering density) from the average

value at sites 1 and j as <f;f; >=F(rij )+<f; ><fj >, where <f; > is the

mean scattering density of the ith site related to the long-range

order and F(r;;) is the scattering density-density correlation

function describing short-range fluctuations. The Fourier transform

of the pair correlation function F(r; j) and <fi ><fj > gives a

Lorentzian representing a diffuse pattern and a Gaussian representing

a diffraction spot, respectively. Then, the observed profiles can be

fitted by the convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian for the

system including short-range fluctuations. The Lorentzian gives a

streak pattern in the present case. In the two-dimensional system,

critical exponents, v and y, can be determined from the Lorentzian

measured for a succession of temperatures near the transition

temperature, To. The width of the Lorentzian is given by II-T/Te 1_,

which changes with temperature.

On the contrary, the experimental result shows that the widths of

the Lorentzian parallel and perpendicular to the streak remain
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constant in a wide temperature range and only the width perpendicular

to the streak increases slightly above 300 K, as seen in Fig. 7.

This result is clearly different from that derived from the two

dimensional system?' 8 and cannot be interpretted by a simple theory

concerning to the strongly anisotropic two-dimensional Ising system.

The integrated intensity versus temperature curve for a quarter-order

spot 2 is also impossible to be represented by this system, since

Onsager's thermodynamic formula 14 cannot be fitted to the observed

curve. On the other hand, the one-dimensional system for the

Heisenberg model for infinite spin 15 may be adequate to the

interpretation of the streak pattern. Then, consider that the

phase transition on the clean 5i(001) surface at 200-400 K is

represented by the quasi-one-dimensional system. The spatial Fourier

transform of the correlation function of this model is given by the

Lorentzian and the width increases gradually with increasing

temperature and is nearly constant at 200-400 K. Therefore. the

observed result for the streak pattern is considered to be an

indication of the one-dimensional system concerning to the arrangement

perpendicular to the linear chain, as discussed below.

It is found that the ordering of the asymmetric dimers in the

direction parallel to the dimer row remains at 400 K, since the streak

pattern appears clearly. However, the coherent length of the

ordering along the dimer row decreases gradually above 300 K. since

the width of the streak increases gradually. The disordering only

between the dimer rows occurs just above 200 K. For the disordering
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in the temperature range from 200 to 400 K, the coherent length of

diffraction spot decreases across the dimer row of the c(4x2) ordered

structure and the component of the local p(2x2) structure increases

and broadens with increasing temperature. The order-disorder

transition at 200 K appears only in the direction perpendicular to the

dimer row and this disordering causes the cooperative change of the

ordered buckled dimer rows. That is to say. the A to B transition of

a flip-flop type takes place in this disordering, where A and Bare

the arrangements of the antiferromagnetlc ordering in the dimer row,

as denoted in Fig. 8(a). This flip-flop type disordering causes the

order-disorder transition described by the one-dimensional array

consisting of A and B arrangements such as A-B-A-A-A-B-A····. The

S1(OOl) surface is illustrated by the quasi-one-dimensional system at

high temperature.

Although the conversion time between A and B arrangements is

longer than the period of the lattice vibration, ~10-9 s, at the

surface, the conversion time is considered to be much shorter than the

scanning time on an atom in the STM observation. Since the flip-flop

motion occurs frequently. the time-averaged STM image is observed and

shows the apparent symmetric dimer feature.

The strongly anisotropic two-dimensionai phase transition is

clearly different from the result obtained by a Monte Carlo simulation

by Saxena et aI.,4 since the simulation shows the isotropically

randomized spin system. in this simulation the coupllng constants

derived from the tight-binding approximation were used, I.e. H/V=-0.38
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FIG. 8. Top vlcw of the S1(OO1) surface of (a) the clean c(4x2) surface and (b) the surfacc

with a dlmer vacancy. The arrows show the displacement vector of thc second-layer atoms for

the stabi 1izcd arrangement of the buckJlng conf'lguration.
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FIG. 9. Coupllng constants used In the spIn HamIltonian, V, H, and D. AsymmetrIc dlmer

confIguratIon of the S1(OOl) surface Is schematically Illustrated by arrows.
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and D/V=-O.IS, where the coupling constants for the spin Hamiltonian,

V, H, and D, are shown in Fig. 9. The experimental result of the

highly anisotropic behavior shows that the ratio H/V is much smaller

than the value calculated by the tight-binding approximation. This

situation is clarified by a computer simulation and the result using

H/V-o.OS agrees well with the present experimental result. IS ' 17 The

cooperative structural transformation between A and B arrangements

shows a strong coupling between dimers in the dimer row and a weak

interaction between dimer rows for the two-dimensional system.

The values of H/V and D/V calculated by the tight-binding

approximation are close to those given by a classical scheme of the

dipole-dipole interaction. 18 The dipole-dipole interaction potential

is given by

(2)

where PI and P2 are electric dipole moments corresponding to the

asymmetric dimers and r is the position vector from PI to P2. From

this equation, H/V=-1/4 and D/V=-(7/2S.f5)=-0.12S are obtained in the

present system, which is the asymmetric-dimer arrangements on the

S1(OO1) surface, and are very close to those calculated by the tight

binding approximation.

Since the experimental results are reproduced by the much smaller

value of H/V than that calculated from the dipole-dipole interaction,

the antlferromagnetlc ordering Is highly stabilized In the dlmer row
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as compared with the ferromagnetic ordering. This strong coupling

between nearest-neighbor dimers along the dimer row is considered to

be caused by the feasible displacement of the second-layer atoms in

addition to the dipole-dipole interaction. The buckling arrangement

in the antiferromagnetic ordering is stabilized by the displacement of

the second-layer atoms along the dimer row in the opposite direction

between the nearest-neighbor atoms, as shown by arrows in Fig. 8(a),

where the Si-Si backbond distance remains constant. On the contrary.

the displacement of the second layer atoms without change of the Si-Si

backbond length is hard in the ferromagnetic ordering. A similar

argument has been discussed in the Ge(OOl) surface. I 9

In order to verify the argument that the anti ferromagnetic

ordering in the dimer row remains up to 400 K. we measured the

temperature dependence of ARUPS up to temperatures well above the

transition by using photon energy of 16.8 eV (Ne n. The specimen

temperature was changed from 150 to 1190 K. The spectra at high

temperatures were measured by alternating between aquisition of

photoelectrons and sample heating by a direct current every 20 ms.

This method kept the sample temperature stable and gave an electric

field-free condition during the ARUPS measurements. The temperature

was monitored by an optical pyrometer and a radiation thermometer.

The initial-state energy dispersion for the surface state did not

change above and below the transition temperature of the surface

structure. The measured dispersions are nearly the same as those

observed in an earlier study by Uhrberg et a1. 20 Enta et al. also
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concluded that this surface occured order-disorder transition from the

result of the dispersion relation between above and below the

transition temperature. 21

Figure 10 shows the temperature dependence of the UPS spectra from

the surface state In the normal emission, I.e. at the r point. The

energy at r is most sensitive to the problem whether the surface dimer

configuration is symmetric or asymmetric. 2 3 The peak position does

not shift with temperature. The peak height decreases linearly and

the peak width (full width at half maximum) increases with increasing

temperature, as shown In Fig. 11. The integral photoemission

Intensity from the surface state obtained by product of the height and

the width is nearly constant against temperature. These results show

that the local interaction in the surface state shows no abrupt change

above the transition temperature. The broadening of the surface

state peak is considered to occur due to the thermal agitation in the

antlferromagnetic ordering of the dimer row. This interpretation is

consistent with the result obtained from the temperature dependence of

the streak patterns in LEED.

Finally, we shall discuss the reason why the asymmetric dimer

arrangement is seen in the vicinity of the dimer vacancies in STM

images. 1 On the 51(001) surface, missing-dimer defects can reduce

the number of dangling bonds and lower the electronic energy.

However, the elastic strain energy increases due to the dis torsion

field indicated by the arrows in Fig. 8(b). This distorsion field

occasionally makes the periodically arranged defect side by side in
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4 2
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EF

FIG. 10. ARUPS spectra from the surface state on 51(001) in normal

emission as a function of specimen temperature. hv=16.8 eV (Ne 1).

Dashed llne indicates a photoemission from the bUik,2 2 which is used to

extract the surface compornent.
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FIG. J l. Temperature dependence of integral int.ensity (cross), the peak

hp.ight(open circle), and the peak width (elosed triangle), full w~idth at half maximum,

in AlllJPS spectra al. I.he r point. from t.he surface sUIt.e on 5i(001).

hv=lfj.R eV (Ne I).
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the direction perpendicular to the dimer rows. 2 4 The displacement

vectors of two adjacent second-layer atoms at the dimer vacancy point

in the same direction. which is clearlY different from the direction

of the displacement vector

antiferromagnetic arrangement

in the second layer stabilizing

shown in Fig. 8(a). Then.

the

the

asymmetric dimer configuration near the vacancy is frozen against the

flip-flop transition between A and arrangemen ts. The STM

observation shows the asymmetric dimer configuration in the vicinity

of the dimer vacancy, since the flip-flop motion is prohibited. The

dimer vacancy freezes the flip-flop transformation between A and B

arrangements and the displacement vectors of the two adjacent second

layer atoms at the dimer vacancy point in the same direction. Hence,

the sequence of A and B arrangements creates the local A-A-A array.

This part makes a diffuse p(2x2) pattern, which is always observed

below 400 K with the same intensity. as seen in Fig. 3.

The STM images of adsorption of Ll on the SHOOl)-2xl surface show

a clear asymmetric dimer configuration in the vicinity of the

adsorption site. 2 5 This result is aiso explained by a similar

argument to that described above. The Ll atom makes a covalent-like

bond with the surface Si atoms in Ll adsorption on the Si(00l}-2xl

surface. 26 Since a Ll atom is bonded with a dangling bond of the

asymmetric dimer, the asymmetric configuration is registered in the

vicinity of the Ll adsorption site on SH001) and the flip-flop

transformation between A and B arrangements is forbidden.
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Chapter 4

Silicide formation

in the Au-Si interface
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

Transition metals are known to react with Si immediately after

deposition on the clean Si surface and sIlIcldes are produced. The

Schottky barrier height Is signIficantly affected by silIcIde

formation in the interface between the metal overlayer and the SI

substrate. 1 Then, the phenomenon of room-temperatu re-alloyed

interface formation (RTAIF) at metal-semIconductor contact is one of

the most important problems both in the field of pure science and in

the field of electronic devices, among many problems In metal

semiconductor contact systems. 2-5 Especially, the Au(film)

Si(substrate) contact is an InterestIng system, In whIch intermixing

of Au with Si at the interface and oxidation of Si on the specimen

surface take place. These results were first obtained by using

theRutherford backscattering spectrometry (RES)· and Au-SI alloy

formation was confirmed by more microscopic Auger electron

spectroscopy (AES) 7 followed by many works. 8 -liOn the other hand,

the Ag(fllm)-Sl(substrate) system is considered to be non-reacting,

Le., the Ag-Si contact shows no alloy formation 12 -14 The common

sense in chemistry implies that Au has much lower reactivity with Si

than Ag. However, the above result is clearly contradictory. The

present study carrIed out in order to elucidate the mechanism of Au-Si

alloy formation.

Several models have been proposed for the origIn of RTAIF: (I) the

"screening model",1 5, 18 in which it is proposed that an
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intermixing reaction is induced through a

metallic electrons In an overlayer metal

screening effect of

film formed by the

deposition of metal atoms; (II) the "interstl tial model", 17 -1. In

whIch it is claimed that a silicide-like compound Is formed, or that

an Intermixing occurs between metal and semiconductor atoms,

immediately at the beginning stage of the metal-atom deposition

at coverages much less than one monolayer, EJ(H)«l, where 8(H)=l

means one monolayer (ML) coverage of metal atoms on a crystal

substrate and Is defined by -7.8xlO 14 atoms' cm- 2 on a 51(111)

surface; and (III) the "thermodynamIcal model". which classIfies

metal-semiconductor contact systems Into reactIng and non

reacting systems by using the quantIty defined as the heat of

reaction, t.H• . 3

The Au-Si(l1l)7x7 system was studied by Bra!covlch et al. ' • by

using photoemlsslon. In the present study. the inItIal stage of

metal deposItion In the coverage range below 2-3 ML was carefully

studied by usIng photoemisslon through the chemIcal shIft of the core

levels and the splitting of the valence band. and finally, by using

the resonant photoemlsslon due to the valence band mixing In the Au-51

system, In order to examIne covalent-like-bond formation. From these

experimental data. the change of the bonding structure between Au and

51 atoms on the surface Is dIscussed. On the contrary to these

results, no enhancement was observed for Ag(8-11/Si(l11)-(2x1) In the

resonant-photoemission condItIon and no chemical bond Is formed

between Ag and 51. On the basis of these experimental observatIons.
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it will be shown that a covalent-like chemical-bond formation at

8(M)SI is important for RTAIF in M/Si(l1l) systems at e(H)~l. A new

model, the "chemical bonding model", is proposed to explain the

initial stage of metallic alloy or compound formation in the metal

silicon system.

4.2. EXPERIMENTS

The present study was carried out in the BL-2 system of the SOR

Ring in the Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory of the Institute for

Solid State Physics at the University of Tokyo. Analyzing and

sample-preparation chambers were constructed by a stainless-steel

ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) system consisting of conventional ion and

titanium sublimation pumps; ~3xIO-9 Pa in the analyzing chamber when

the photon source was switched on and low-lO- B Pa range in the sample

preparation chamber. The Si(lI1)-(2xl) clean surface was prepared by

cleaving a block of a silicon single crystal in the sample-preparation

chamber. The effect of the surface-step density has not been

examined. It is difficult to observe the surface-step density on the

cleaved face. though the surface-step density can be estimated from

the transition temperature of irreversible transition from (2xl) to

(1x1) on the S1(111) cleaved face. Au- and Ag-atom deposition was

performed by using W baskets. Thickness of Au and Ag layers was

estimated by using a quartz thickness monitor.

observed as a function of the Au or Ag coverage.
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LEED patterns were

A spectrometer used



for electron energy analysis was a double-pass cylindricai-mirror

analyzer(CMA) with a retarding grid at the entrance. Photoemission

spectra were taken under angle-integrated conditions, where the

incident photon beam was 47.7' to the specimen surface and 90' to the

CMA axis. The photon energy (hv) was varied between 30 and 160 eV

according to experimental requirements. The total energy resolution

was 0.7 eV or better. The FermI level (EF) position was determined

by using the metallic edge of the Au signal from a gold film connected

electricallY to the specimen.

4.3. RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS

4.3.1. Coverage dependence of the core level shift

A typical photoemission spectrum from core levels, Sl(2p) and

Au(4f). is shown in Fig. I for Au(~IO ML) on the Si(11l)2xl surface at

hv=1l5 eV. The binding energies of Sl(2p) and Au(4f) as a function

of coverage are shown in Fig. 2, where the binding energy of Au(4f7/2)

was used for Au(4f). The binding energy of the core level was

deduced from the Fermi edge of the Au film measured at the same

photon energy. The coverage is expressed in monolayer units. With

increasing Au coverage the binding energy of Au(4f) increases slightly

at the beginning of the Au deposition and decreases later to saturate

at a value between the binding energy of pure gold and that at the
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FIG. 1. Core level photoemlsslon spectrum from SI(2p) and Au(4f) of a specimen

Au(-l0 ML)-SI(lll)2xl at hv=1l5 eV.
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lowest coverage, where the signal of Au(4f) was first observed. The

binding-energy change of Sl(2p) is in the opposite direction to that

of Au(4f).

The energy difference between Sl(2p) and Au(4f), !lE[Sl(2p)

Au(4f)], as a function of 8, is shown in Fig. 3. The difference is

independent of the Fermi level position. The value of !lE[Si(2p)

Au(4f)] decreases clearly at the beginning of the Au deposition (8S11

and increases with increasing coverage (8~1). Finally it saturates

above 8=20. The minimum of !lE[Sl(2p)-Au(4f)] appears at 80:1.

Valence band spectra for various Au coverages are shown in Fig. 4

at hll=90 eV which is considered to give the most surface-sensitive

signal for emitted electrons in the present study. Figure. 5 shows

the coverage dependence of the energy difference of peak separation

which is due to the spin-orbit spritting and the bonding state between

Au and Si atoms, and which will be expressed as !lE[Au(5d)] for short.

The coverage dependence of !lE[Au(5d)] was measured at various photon

energies below 90 eV. The energy separation, !lE[Au(5d)], was

independent of photon energy and determined from original spectra

without performing background subtraction and deconvolution. At the

beginning of the Au deposition, !lE[Au(5d)] is smaller than that for

pure Au. The energy separation remains nearly constant and Increases

above 80:1. Furthermore, even at the highest coverage (80:100) the

spectral shape is quite different from that of pure gold, as seen in

Fig. 4. This difference immediately Indicates that the surface of

the specimen obtained after the Au deposition (80:100) on SI(ill)2xl is
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FIG. 3. Energy difference between Sl(2p) and Au(4fl llnes. AE[SI(2p}-Au(4flJ. as

a function of coverage f) (ML).
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different from the clean Au surface.

From the present experimental results, I propose a new model: the

"chemical bonding model". A possible explanation of the experimental

observations on the basis of the chemical bonding model is as follows.

In the initial stage of the Au deposition (8<1), the Au-Si bond is

formed. in which 6s valence electrons of Au are slightly transferred

to substrate SI. Although both 6s and 5d electrons of Au may

contribute to the chemical bond with substrate S1. I consider that the

chemical bond is mainly formed by the charge transfer from Au(6s) to

the empty surface state of substrate silicon at 8«1. Since the Au

valence level is shifted to higher energy due to the image potential

on the surface,2 1 electrons are easily transferred from Au to SI.

The shift of the Au(4f) level to the higher binding energy side as

compared with that of pure gold at the beginning of the Au deposition

can be interpretted by an electron transfer from Au to SI. The

change of the Au(4f) binding energy in the range from 8=0.5 to 1 is

considered to be caused by the depolarization effect. 22 Also, the

electron transfer from Au to Si causes the chemical shift of the

SI(2p) level to the lower binding energy. The SI(2p) level shifts in

proportion to the Au coverage, since the effective magnitude of the

transferred electrons is proportional to the number of adsorbed Au

atoms. The decrease of the valence electron density in an Au atom

causes the decrease of the energy difference of the separation in the

Au(5d) level as compared with that of pure gold. These

considerations are in good agreement with the experimental results in
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the range of 8<1, as seen in Figs. 2 and 5.

The charge transfer is considered to form the non-metallic bond

between Au and Si atoms. After the non-metallic bond formation

between an Au atom and a Si dangling bond, backbonds of the surface Si

atom are weakened. After further deposition beyond Au monolayer

coverage, Au atoms are located in the hollow site near th~ surface

silicon network and easily form the Au-Si bond by breaking off the

weakened backbond rather than the Au metal cluster on the surface.

The binding energies of Sl(2p) and Au(4f) change at El~l in the

opposite direction from those of 8Sl, l.e. to the higher binding

energy in Sl(2p) and to the lower binding energy in Au(4f). The

obvious change in the binding energies at 80:1 indicates that the

nature of the chemical bond of Au-Si changes there. The Au-Si bond

becomes covalent-bond-like at 80:1, since the depolarization shift of

the Au valence level reduces the magnitude of the transferred

electrons, while the main contribution in the chemical bond below 1 ML

is the charge transfer from Au(6s) into the unoccupied level of the Si

dangling bond state, l.e. ionic-bond-like. At the beginning of Au

deposition, the Au(6s) level is shifted upward in energy due to the

image potential, as the Au atom approaches the Si surface. Hence,

the Au(6s) electrons are transferred into the unoccupied surface state

of SI.

Similar changes can be seen in the spectra of Au(5d). The

separation of llE[Au(5d)] shows a slight decrease until 80:1 and a

considerable increase above 8o:i, as can be seen in Fig. 5. The
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change in the binding energies of Si(2p) and Au(4f) at 8:>:1 can be seen

more clearly in Fig. 3, where the difference of the binding energies

between Sl(2p) and Au(4f) is shown. In the value of l1E[Sl(2p)

Au(4f)]. there Is no ambiguity due to the determination of the Fermi

level (E F ) at each coverage. The data in Fig. 3 again claim that the

surface electronic structure is different between below and above 8:>:1.

Above 8:>:20, the binding energies of Si(2p) and Au(4f) and the

splitting of Au(5d) show no change at all. These saturated values of

Au at 8;::20 are different from those of the clean Au surface. In this

range (20S8Sl00), small amounts of silicon atoms exist in the very

surface region of the gold film formed on the Si surface, where Si

atoms make the metallic bond with surrounding gold atoms, as was

clarified before,7' is i.e. Au-Si metallic alloy has been found on the

surface.

I observed the Ag-coverage dependence of the valence-band spectrum

of Ag!Si(11l)-(2xl) deposited at room temperature. An important

feature of the results is the fact that the saturation values of both

the fUll width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Ag(4d) signal,

E. [Ag(4d)], and U[Ag(4d)]. the energy difference U[Ag(4ds/2)

Ag(4d3/2)]. are exactly the same as those of pure Ag, as seen in

Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows that the binding energy of Sl(2p) is nearly

constant over a wide Ag-coverage region. An experimental result of

the LEED study on Au and Ag!Sl(1ll)-(2xl) is shown in Table 1. The

results tell us that Ag atoms disperse almost uniformly on the Sl(lll)

surface without making islands until 8(Ag)-.{).7. Ag atoms form a two-
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FIG. 6. Ag coverage dependence of tlE[Ag(4d)], the energy dIfference between

Ag(4ds/2) and Ag(4d3/2). The arrow IndIcates the value of the clean slIver surface.
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TABLE 1. Au- and Ag-coverage (8) dependence of the LEED pattern on

Au and Ag/Si(l11)2x1.

Coverage Au/Si(lll) Ag/Si(lll)

8(Ag)<0.7 Si(l11)2xl

8(Au)<1 Si(1l1)2xl

8(Ag»0.7 Si(lll)lxl+Ag(lll)lxl

up to more than 10

8(Au»1 Si(lll)lxl

to diffuse out

------- ---------

RTAIF No RTAIF
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dimensional layer up to 8(Ag)"-O.7 and grow as islands above

8(Ag)"-O.7. I.e.. Ag atoms deposited on the Sl(1l1)-(2xl) surface grow

in the Stranski-Krastanov mode, as is the case in Ag/Sl(11l)-(7x7).12

From these comparisons. we can tentatively deduce the following

conclusions: A room-temperature deposition of Ag on Sl(1ll)-(2xl) does

not induce RTAIF. while the Au deposition on Si(1ll)-(2xl) does.

Namely. Ag islands grow on the surface without including any alloying

due to the deposition of Ag atoms on the SiOll)-(2xl) surface. which

is consistent with the previous report on Ag/Si(11l)-(7 x7).12

4.3.2. Resonant photoemission

I have succeeded in observing an enhancement in the valence-band

photoemission spectrum mainly contributed from Au(5d) electrons of

Au(8-I)/Si(1ll)-(2xl) at the incident photon energies of ~IOO eV.

where the threshold energy of the Si(2p) core excitation is 99.5 eV.

The experimental data given in Fig. 8 clearly show the following

facts. (a) No special change appears in valence-band spectra at

hv<99 eV. (b) At incident photon energies above the threshold.

hv=99.5 eV, the photoemission spectra from the valence band at E. ~7 eV

show an enhancement in their intensity. Such an enhancement cannot

be seen in the Au(5d) signal of pure Au. 23 It should be noted. in

this photon energy region, that another structure indicated by an

arrow A appears, which is due to Sl(LVV) Auger electron excitation.
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Considering the fact that there is an enhancement of the valence-band

spectrum of pure Si including that due to the Auger electron

exci tation, 2 4 background signals In the spectra are carefu lly

subtracted. In the background subtraction, the existence of Au atoms

by an amount of 8(Au)~1 is, of course, taken Into account.

Normalized intensity of the valence-band signal at E. ~7 eV, [(7 eVj,

is shown in Fig. 9 as a function of the incident photon energy. The

normalization is performed by using the intensity of the valence-band

photoemission from E. ~5 eV at hv=IOO eV. One can clearly see a Fano

type resonance In Fig. 9. 25 The preferential enhancement of [(7 eV)

is consistent with the experimental result that the photoemlsslon peak

at E. ~7 eV has a slight dispersion in Au/Si(lll).28 The peak at

E. ~7 eV must correspond to the bonding state of Au(5d) with Sl(3s,3p).

This resonance-like enhancement clearly shows the Intermixing of

valence electrons between Au and SI atoms In Au/SI(lIl)-(2xl) at

8(Au)~1. I.e., Au and SI atoms make a covalent-llke bond. A similar

resonance-like enhancement has been reported for the Al-GaAs system. 27

The situation Is quite different in Ag/SHIIl)-(2xl).

Photoemission spectra of Ag«(3~1)/Sl(Ill)-(2xl) corresponding to those

of Fig. 8 are shown in Fig. 10. From this experimental result, It

can be deduced that there Is no special enhancement of the Ag(4d)

signal. Though a sllght enhancement of [(6 eV) relative to 1(5.5 eV)

is seen at photon energies above 99.5 eV in Fig. 10, a slmllar

enhancement can be observed In pure Ag, as shown in Fig. II.

Therefore. this enhancement Is explained by the band (formation)
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effect in Ag. In other words. the bulk-like Ag islands are formed at

e(Ag)~l. This observation is consistent with the above result that

the island formation starts at 8(Ag)~0.7. Hence. it can be concluded

that no strong chemical bond is formed between Ag and Si atoms at the

stage of 8(Ag)~1.

It can be said from the results shown in Figs. 8. 9. and 10 that

the formation of a covalent-like bond between It( and Si atoms at the

beginning stage of the ,If-atom deposition takes an important role in

inducing RTAIF. In Au/Si(l1l)-(2xl). the covalent-like bond is

formed between Au and Si atoms at 8(Au)~!, which is confirmed by the

observation of the existence of a resonance-like enhancement of the

Au(5d)-related photoemission signal at hv~lOO eV. A metallic Au-Si

alloy formed above 8(Au)~1 on the Si(lll) surface changes its

composition during the course of the Au deposition between e(Au)~l and

e(Au)~lO in such a way that the concentration of Au becomes rich. On

the other hand. in Ag/Si(11l)-(2xl) there is no strong chemical bond.

as is clarified by several experimental observations. This is the

reason why the Ag-atom deposition does not induce a Ag-Si alloy

formation. I.e., RTAIF. on the Si(11l)-(2xl) surface. Indeed. pure

Ag islands grow epitaxially on the Si(lll) surface.

From the discussion given above, it can be concluded that the

covalent-like chemical-bond formation at the initial stage of metal

atom deposition, 8(,If)::;!, plays an important role in the course of the

alloyed interface formation in metal-semiconductor contact systems at

room temperature. It is concluded that the covalent-like-bond
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formation between Hand Si atoms induces a weakening of the backbond

of surface Si atoms. Then. the further deposition of metal atoms

beyond 8(H)-1 enhances the weakening of the backbond of substrate Si

atoms to result in a metallic H-Si alloy formation. It can be said

that the chemical-bonding model works very well in order to explain

RTAIF in the Au/Sl(1l1)-(2xl) system.

4.4. CONCLUSIONS

Au atoms lie near topmost Si atoms up to (3:>:1 with making non

metallic bonds with the Si atoms. Above 8:>:1 the chemical bond

between Au and Si atoms induces bond breaking of Si-Si backbonds and

the AU-Si alloy formation is promoted.

A resonance-like enhancement of a Au valence-band photoemission

signal at E. -7 eV is observed in Au((3-1)/Sl(1l1)-(2xl) accompanied by

the Sl(2p) core excitation. This result shows the covalent-like-bond

formation between Au and Si atoms. On the other hand, it is not the

case for the Ag-Si system. The covalent-like-bond formation at

8(H)!>1 is essentially important for RTAIF. As for the mechanism of

RTAIF, the chemical-bonding model is most promising among the proposed

models.
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